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ABSTRACT: In day to day communications 

securing the data is most important. But by using non 

–volatile memory   the data is not secure, so the 

unauthorized user can access the data easily from the 

memory. By using memory encryption techniques the 

data will be in a secure manner. For securing the data 

the various security algorithms are developed.  Some 

of them are DES, RSA, BLOWFISH, AES .In that 

we are using AES.  Because AES is more secure than 

the others. The AES is 128 bit symmetric block 

cipher. The AES algorithm contains its own structure 

for encryption and decryption of data.  In this 

approach we use 128 bits for encryption.  In AES 

algorithm, it defines a number of transformations that 

are to be performed on data stored in an array.   This 

paper will provide only the encryption of AES 

algorithm.   

KEYWORDS:-DES-data encryption standards, RSA- 

rivest- Shamir alderman encryption, AES-Advanced 

encryption standard. 

INTRODUCTION:- 

Transferring of large information in various fields is 

more important in network communications. There is 

chance that the uncertainty of data transmitted though 

channel. Different techniques and methods that are 

used by the many areas to secure the information 

from hackers because of securing the data is critical. 

Cryptography is the mostly running technology in 

new word. Cryptography allows the data in 

confidential form which is down by two methods 

they are encryption and decryption. The intruders are 

used to read the actual  data simply  that can be 

prohibited by encryption process, encryption is down 

before sending the data from the sender it encodes the 

data in this stage the original data(plain text) is 

transformed  in to indistinct format(cipher text).After 

converting the data into cipher text decryption 

process in down. Decryption is inverse operation of 

encryption. The Encrypted data must be stored in 

memory.  For decades the main memory we are using 

DRAM. However to increase the performance and to 

reduce the size, complexity, and cost in place of 

DRAM, this paper introduced non volatile memories. 

They are different algorithms for encryption and 

decryption of data that may be symmetric or 

asymmetric, AES is one of symmetric algorithm. 

AES is a united state encryption standard defined in 

federal information processing standard (FIPS) 192, 

published in November 2001. It was approved  as 

federal standard in May 2002.   

Symmetric means key is identical that is given to the 

encryption and decryption processes. In our 

discussion we are introducing AES with memory. 

AES allows three different key lengths: 128,192,256 

bits. In this we are using 128 bits. In encryption 

technique, It consist of 10 rounds of processing for 

128 bit keys, 12 rounds for 192-bit keys, and 14 

rounds for 256-bit keys. Except in last round and in 

last case all other rounds are similar. 

EXISTING AES ALGORITHM: 

Encryption is one of the principles to earnest security 

of sensitive data.  Encryption algorithm performs 

different substitutions and transformations on the 

plane text and it transit into cipertext. As for some 

cryptographic systems, it is commonly used   to 

secure communications channels by using pubic key 

exchanges based on DES algorithm.  
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  DES is one of the most generally accepted publicly 

assailable cryptography arrangements, IBM is 

improved the des algorithm in 1970’s but after it was 

adopted by the national institute of standards and 

technology (NIST).  Key length in this algorithm is 

56 bits and block size is 64 bit length. DES is 

operated in different modes-CBC, ECB, CFB and 

OFB, making it is extensible. DES algorithm is 

known taken unsecure because of its small size and a 

brute force attack is possible in it. It is exposed  to 

key attack when a weak key is used. In this paper we 

are using AES to secure more.  

In the Rijndael block cipher AES is one of the subset, 

which was developed by two Belgian cryptographers, 

Joan daemen and Vincent rijmen. In AES selection 

process the cryptographers submitted a scheme to 

NIST (national institute of standards and technology). 

Rijndael is a family of ciphers with different block 

sizes and keys. NIST selected 3 different keys for 

AES in the Rijndael family, each having different key 

lengths (128,192,256 bits) for the block size of 128 

bits. 

PROPOSED AES ALGORITHM: 

The AES is executed in byte rather than bits in all 

estimations. 128 bits of plain text is converted as 16 

bytes. In encryption process a particular length data is 

arranged as 4 rows and 4columns.  For 128 key bits 

there are 10 rounds in that 8 rounds for each single 

bit, one round for combining 8 bits and last round for 

overall result of each row or column. 

The schematic representation of AES algorithm is 

shown in figure below 

 

 FIG: schematic representation of AES 

In AES encryption process each round performs 

four operations. They are 

 

 

 

 

SUBBYTE (Byte substitutions):  The sub byte phase 

in AES is a non linear substitution step. It involves 

splitting the input bits into bytes   and all bytes are 

passing through a substitution box or s-box.it 

replaces the values with the s-box. The operation of 

sub byte is shown in fig below. 

 

FIG: sub byte operation 
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SHIFT ROWS: The shift rows operation is performed 

based on the row of the state. It shifts each row in 

periodically by a satisfied offset. The row number is 

started with zero .In that the 1st row is constant, from 

the 2nd row onwards each byte is transfer one by one 

to the left side. In case of 256 bit block the primary 

row is constant and the shifting for next three rows is 

1 byte, 3 bytes and 4 bytes respectively. 

 

FIG: shift row operation 

MIX COLUMN: Unlike standard matrix 

multiplication mix columns performs matrix 

multiplications as per galoisfield 2^8. In mix column 

step the 4 bytes of each column of the state are united 

using an invertible linear transformation. It takes 

input as four bytes and output as four bytes. 

 

    FIG: Mix column operation 

ADD  ROUND KEY: In the add round key step the 

sub key is joined  with the state .In the each round the 

sub key is imitative from the main key  using 

Rijndael ‘s key inventory .In that each sub key  is 

having same size . The sub key is added by joining 

each byte of the state with correspondent byte of the 

sub key working with bitwise x-or. 

  

 FIG: Add around key 

AES engineering is proposed to extract high security, 

culmination speed, and lesser area by mapping all the 

four logical functions of AES to look up tables, ROM 

and block RAM’s. The AES architecture has 3 

segments. 

1)   Key generation module 

2)   Encryption module  

3)  Decryption module 

The key generation module is common for both AES 

encryption and decryption modules .This key 

generation module gives key expansion for both 

encryption and decryption functions. The key 

generation module consists of key registers of 128 

bits, s-box and X-OR gates for bit wise X-OR 

operation  

KEY GENERATION MODULE: The key generation 

section subsist of 128 key bits .It composed round 

keys on each positive edge of the block. The key 

generation module is invented to produce round keys 

on each positive edge of the clock, when it is permit. 

The key generation module does not required any 

hardware for shifting procedure  and the port  

mapping between key register and s-box is down 

acquiesce  to the reacquired  shift. Hence the 

contemplated work overtures the improment in area. 

The architecture of key generation unit is represented 

in below block diagram 
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FIG: key generation module 

The key register block split the128 key bit length into 

four 32 bit lengths. First 32 bit length is perform x-or 

operation with round constant. it is given and perform 

again x-or operation with the next 32 bits with round 

constant . This process continue till four rounds then 

the final result will be given s-box followed by shift 

register and finally perform x-or operation. Finally 

the key generation module produces the round key 

for the encryption technique. 

ENCRYPTION: 

The encryption is the mechanism of encoding a info 

thus and so the licensed persons can access it and 

unauthorized cannot. In an encryption scheme, the 

intended information is message specified as plain 

test is encrypted during encryption algorithm. 

The encryption module read into 128 bit text. Is to be 

encrypted in each round, and round key is acquired 

from key generation module. 

 

FIG: Encryption module 

The above figure shows encryption module. 

In encryption module the start, stop-mix, terminate 

are control signal prompted by control unit. Here the 

done signal is used to mention that encryption is done 

 

FIG: Architecture of encryption module 

The above figure shows the proposed architecture of 

encryption module. 

Implementation of LUT by using an s-box it is 

having a 8-bit address of data. It gives a higher   

throughput and it is decreasing the delay in the path.  
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SIMULATION RESULT: 

 

For the encryption of AES the inputs are 

Clk:1 

Reset:intially 0 and then 1 

Data input:aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

Data output:bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb 

RTL SCHEMATIC OF AES ENCRYPTION: 

 

CONCLUSION: 

The encryption and decryption  is realized  in AES 

128 algorithm .the present  algorithm, handle the best 

headlong encryption algorithm and is appropriate  for 

numerous  purposes  such as online shopping 

,internet  banking,  electronic  bill payment . In AES 

algorithm the area utilization is less. It requires 

moderate memory space for memory utilization. Its 

computation power is less. The AES algorithm 

provides excellent security .the implementation of 

AES algorithm for encryption by using Xilinx 14.7. 

By designing of  s-box and look up tables. 
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